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Abstract

Purpose – Digital transformation (DT) is a major challenge for incumbent organisations, as research on this
phenomenon has revealed a high failure rate. Given this consideration, this paper reviews the literature on DT
in incumbent organisations to identify the main themes and research directions to be undertaken.
Design/methodology/approach – The authors adopt a systematic literature review (SLR) and
computational literature review (CLR) employing a machine learning algorithm for topic modelling (LDA) to
surface the themes discussed in 103 peer-reviewed studies published between 2010 and 2022 in a
multidisciplinary article sample.
Findings – The authors identify and discuss the five main themes emerging from the studies, offering the
state-of-the-art of DT in established firms’ literature. The authors find that the most discussed topics revolve
around the DT of healthcare, the process of renewal and change, the project management, the changes in value
performances and capabilities and the consequences on the products of DT. Accordingly, the authors identify
the topics overlooked by literature that future studies could tackle, which concern sustainability and
contextualisation of the DT phenomenon.
Practical implications – The authors further propose managerial insights which equip managers with a
revolutionarymindset that is not constraining but, rather, integration-seeking. DT is not only about technology
(Tabrizi B et al., 2019). Successful DT initiatives require managerial capabilities that foster a sustainable
departure from the current organising logic (Markus, 2004). This study pinpoints and prioritises the role that
paradox-informed thinking can have to sustain an effective digitalmindset (Eden et al., 2018) that allows for the
building of momentum in DT initiatives and facilitates the renewal process. Indeed, managers lagging behind
DT could shift from an “either-or” solutions mindset where one pole is preferred over the other (e.g. digital or
physical) to embracing a “both-and-with” thinking balancing between poles (e.g. digital and physical) to
successfully fuse the digital and the legacy (Lewis and Smith, 2022b; Smith, Lewis and Edmondson, 2022),
enact the renewal, and build andmaintainmomentum for DTs. The outcomes of adopting a paradoxmindset in
managerial practice are enabling learning and creativity, fostering flexibility and resilience and, finally,
unleashing human potential (Lewis and Smith, 2014).
Social implications – The authors propose insight that will equip managers with a mindset that will allow
DT to fail less often than current reported rates, which failure may imply potential organisational collapse,
financial bankrupt and social crisis.
Originality/value – The authors offer a multidisciplinary review of the DT complementing existing reviews
due to the focus on the organisational context of established organisations. Moreover, the authors advance
paradoxical thinking as a novel lens through which to study DT in incumbent organisations by proposing an
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array of potential research questions and new avenues for research. Finally, the authors offer insights for
managers to help them thrive in DT by adopting a paradoxical mindset.

Keywords Digital transformation, Incumbents, Paradox theory, Systematic literature review,

Computational literature review

Paper type Literature review

1. Introduction
Digital transformation (DT) is a complex, interdisciplinary and multifaceted phenomenon
involving a profound change imposed on individuals, organisations, ecosystems and whole
societies (Appio et al., 2021). DT extends beyond a sole technology upgrade but entails the re-
configuration of the deep structures of the organisation, such as changes in strategy, work
processes, culture and identity (Vial, 2019). DT is expected to positively impact productivity,
create value and enhance social welfare by disrupting current practices (Ebert and Duarte,
2018). DT allows firms to revamp their internal and external strategies to create and retain
market value and enjoy numerous business benefits (Westerman andBonnet, 2015; Reis et al.,
2018). Furthermore, DT plays an essential role in modifying competition and entrepreneurial
models whilst implying new organisational challenges (Crupi et al., 2022).

Although DTs have been massively initiated, it is challenging to achieve them
successfully. In particular, extant research shows that incumbent organisations
(i.e. established large-scale players born in a pre-digital age) have failure rates of up to
70% in pursuing DT journeys (Forth et al., 2020; Nadkarni and Pr€ugl, 2020). DT is
particularly challenging for incumbents, and their failure implies potential organisational
collapse, financially bankrupt and social crisis. The literature investigated DT challenges
using case studies, such as the case of General Electric (GE), whose DT led to suboptimal
results due to internal silos that hampered the change processes (Lanzolla et al., 2021).
Moreover, evidence suggests that the DT of incumbent organisations is imbued with
enduring paradoxical tensions, which lead to a challenging transformational journey (Smith,
2021; Dąbrowska et al., 2022). Paradoxes are “contradictory yet interrelated elements that
exist simultaneously and persist over time” (Smith and Lewis, 2011, p. 382). The paradox
perspective represents a new paradigm in management research which explores the
substance and dynamics of contradictory demands on organisations (Lewis and Smith,
2022b). Paradox research informs that contingency thinking is not in vogue today, as
organisations must simultaneously attend to multiple requirements and achieve various
objectives. Companies must attend to multiple, apparently contradictory and simultaneous
demands, such as offering digital and physical products and services, pursuing profit and
sustainability, and reaching flexibility and efficiency. During the incumbent’s DT, paradoxes
arise from disparate sources across organisational levels, with challenging implications on
the process of organising. For example, paradoxes arise from the coexistence of apparently
contradictory corporate strategies (e.g. digital vs non-digital, top-down vs bottom-up
approaches) and structures (e.g. legacy vs digital systems, old vs new work practices, and
physical or digital products), which characterise DT as a challenging.

Although the word paradox has been mentioned across DT studies (Drechsler et al., 2020;
Wimelius et al., 2021; Danuso et al., 2022), it has primarily been referred to as a label, and not
as a rich theoretical repertoire to draw upon (Schad et al., 2016). Indeed, existing studies
enhanced the understanding of DT by employing disparate perspectives such as
organisational change (Hanelt et al., 2021), institutional change (Hinings et al., 2018) or the
identity perspective (Wessel et al., 2021). However, a recent review highlights that the DT
debate neglects the paradox lens (Plekhanov et al., 2022) and forgoes systematic literature
reading through a paradox perspective (Drechsler et al., 2020). Moreover, according to our
literature analysis, existing reviews overlook the role of organisational context. However, the
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organisational context shapes different DT pathways (Vial, 2019; Hanelt et al., 2021); for
example, the DT of the mining industry would be substantively different from the DT of
media (Markus and Rowe, 2021), and hence it is paramount to be context-specific when
discussing DT. While the current literature disregards these two ingredients, we consider
both and seek to answer two interim questions:What are the key topics of concern in the digital
transformation of incumbents? How can topics be framed via a paradox lens in the study of
incumbent digital transformation?

To address these questions, we adopted a systematic literature review approach
(Tranfield et al., 2003). We inspected a multidisciplinary literature sample on incumbent
organisations’ DT, published in high-quality, peer-reviewed academic journals from 2010 to
2022. We identified 103 documents and employed an advanced computational algorithm for
the literature review (Berente et al., 2019). More specifically, we adopted the Latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA). The LDA is a topic modelling algorithmwidely employed in social
science research to surface hidden topics in a document corpora (Mohr and Bogdanov, 2013;
Hannigan et al., 2019).We employed the LDA to content-analyse the research articles (Antons
et al., 2020), which led to identifying five main latent themes in the debate over incumbent
DTs. We then interpreted these topics considering a theoretical paradox framework to
propose research questions and insights geared towards the DT of incumbent organisations.

Our first contribution adds to the DT debate. We complement existing studies by offering
a multidisciplinary incumbent-focused review, further identifying what the current debate is
neglecting. Second, we propose research questions in line with paradoxical thinking (Lewis
and Smith, 2014), which is advanced as a novel and, heretofore, neglected perspective. Third,
we propose practical suggestions that will equipmanagers with amindset allowing DT to fail
less often than current reported rates. Moreover, we demonstrate and guide a novel
methodological instantiation of topic modelling for computational-review in innovation
management research (Berente et al., 2019; Antons et al., 2020), broadening the application of
the “grounded paradigm” (Walsh et al., 2015).

The research is structured as follows. The next section details the related research
covering prominent DT studies concerning incumbents and paradoxes in our reference
domain. In section 3, we identify the methodology involved in our research. Section 4
summarises the main findings, followed by a discussion of these findings and our
investigation’s main implications and limitations.

2. Related works
2.1 Digital transformation
Conceptual clarity and differentiation from existing concepts are two core elements of a valid
and enduring research program (Berger et al., 1972). Although the academic literature on DT
is emerging and fragmented, review articles have recently consolidated the conceptual clarity
of the phenomenon (Vial, 2019; Gong and Ribiere, 2021). Consequently, DT has been
distinguished from seemingly similar phenomena, such as digitisation and digitalisation
(Baskerville et al., 2018; Baiyere et al., 2020). Indeed, digitisation refers to the technical process
of “converting analog signals into a digital form” (Tilson et al., 2010), while digitalisation is a
sociotechnical process that consists of “the transformation of sociotechnical structures that
were previously mediated by non-digital artifacts or relationships into ones that are mediated by
digitized artifacts and relationships” (Yoo et al., 2010, p. 5). Instead, although the DT
phenomenon presupposes digitisation and digitalisation coexistence, it is substantively more
significant than other digital-led transformations (Vial, 2019). Finally, DT differentiates from
IT-enabled organisational change that, as the name suggests, focuses exclusively on the
technical aspect of change while neglecting the wider-scale consequences (Wessel et al., 2021).
To sum up, DT entails a greater magnitude, scale and depth of the involved change, which
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qualitatively modifies the deep structure of the organisation (e.g. routines, beliefs,
assumptions, identity) thanks to digital innovations (Baptista et al., 2020). Consequently,
DT is not just “old wine in a new bottle” (Lanzolla et al., 2020) but instead requires novel and
revisited theories (Markus and Rowe, 2021; Kohtam€aki et al., 2022).

DT is at the forefront of organisational agendas across industries and has accelerated due
to the COVID-19 pandemic (LaBerge et al., 2020). Additionally, DT hasmultiple objectives. On
the one hand, it searches for strategies to properly transform processes, products and all
organisational aspects beyond the technology itself; on the other hand, it seeks to align the
new strategies with IT and functional strategies (Matt et al., 2015). Although DT extensively
leverages digital innovations (Hinings et al., 2018), the latter is insufficient to finalise a DT,
which also requires changes in structures, strategy, culture and work practices (Kane, 2019).
Therefore, DT is not about technology alone but requires modifications and adjustments of
business strategies, customer experience and mindset (Tabrizi et al., 2019). Furthermore, the
most successful DT experiences are linked to products in combination with digital activities
and strong leadership (Westerman et al., 2014). Furthermore, researchers have investigated
the antecedents of successful DT, finding that a digital orientation, intensity and maturity
lead to organisational transformation (Nasiri et al., 2022).

DT should not be considered and managed as a one-shot technical project aimed at
enhancing performance through digital technology but as a continuous and emergent change
process that profoundly affects the organisation. To do so, novel elements such as digital
reality, integrating technology with the business model and sponsors operating under new
business strategies should be considered (Reis et al., 2018; De Giovanni, 2021).

2.2 The digital transformation of incumbents
Compared to digital natives, pre-digital, large and old incumbent enterprises should undergo
a deep digital transformation by reconfiguring organisational routines, structures and
business models. At the same time, incumbents should overcome an organisational
dimension imbued with inertia, path dependency, core rigidities and threat-rigidity effects,
which threaten incumbent re-organisation during change periods (Lucas and Goh, 2009;
Haskamp et al., 2021), making DT “particularly relevant” (Verhoef et al., 2021) for incumbent
organisations. Therefore, DT represents a significant threat for incumbent players compared
to digitally-born ventures such as Airbnb, Amazon and Netflix, which have proven to be
disruptive through their inbuilt digital services and ensuite technologies (Biber et al., 2017;
Rosenstand et al., 2018). In several instances, digital-born ventures can grow exponentially in
a process of creative destruction that can lead incumbents to struggle in response (Eggers
and Francis Park, 2017). Indeed, research reports DT as having a high failure rate, especially
in incumbent organisations (Bouteti�ere et al., 2018; Tabrizi et al., 2019), although some
successful cases are reported as well (Correani et al., 2020; Narasimhan et al., 2020).

Research investigating topics pertaining to DT and focusing on incumbent organisations
has emphasised how they alignwithDT, their innovation journey, and the tensions, as well as
the main strategic responses; all these directions have been researched by drawing from
disparate perspectives and analysing the phenomenon from different angles. For example,
Oberl€ander et al. (2021) draw from a resource-based view and ambidexterity literature to
propose a taxonomy of digital business opportunities of incumbent organisations offered by
DT (Oberl€ander et al., 2021). D’Ippolito et al. (2019) instead propose four archetypes of
incumbents’ responses to digital technologies to show that DT differs depending on the
resources (D’Ippolito et al., 2019). Siachou et al. (2021) apply the concepts of absorptive
capacity and partner interdependency to advance a framework identifying why traditional
organisations struggle with DT initiatives (Siachou et al., 2021). Subsequent studies argue
that digital transformation is achieved in incumbent organisations through multiple digital
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innovation initiatives that diffuse across the organisation (Gregory et al., 2019; Drechsler
et al., 2020). For example, Svahn et al. (2017) present the journey and associated tensions that
emerge while diffusing digital innovations in Volvo, and they also identify competing
concerns for the incumbent (Svahn et al., 2017). Conversely, Steiber et al. (2020) and Danuso
et al. (2022) focus on traditional industrial players, identifying the strategies, contributors and
hindering factors for General Electric and Siemens when undergoing DT initiatives (Steiber
et al., 2020; Danuso et al., 2022). J€ohnk et al. (2022) highlight how incumbents are required to
manage multiple concurrent initiatives that are a complementary duality rather than a
dualism, which means they are not deemed to cannibalise each other but, rather, are two
facets of the same coin (J€ohnk et al., 2022). Cozzolino et al. (2018) investigated the business
model re-configuration of an Italian incumbent media player stemming from DT and related
drivers, strategies and disruption processes (Cozzolino et al., 2018).

To summarise, DT is a novel phenomenon which directly impacts established
organisations. After all, the word “transformation” implies a pre-existing form to be
changed, and in this regard, incumbents are a particularly relevant context to illuminate the
phenomenon. Indeed, the extant research vividly and disparately investigated DT in
incumbent organisations, highlighting the difficulties and tensions encountered in such an
organisational context. However, the current research has focused on single case studies and
single organisations and is missing a systematic study focusing on the organisational
context, which deeply characterises the DT trajectory. Moreover, a recent review by
Plekhanov et al. (2022) shows that current research neglects the paradox perspective among
all the varied foci of investigation in DT. In order to fill this gap, we systematically retrieve
and analyse the debate on the DT of incumbents and further adopt a paradox perspective to
enrich the discussion.

3. Methodology
To pursue the objective of this study, we combined a systematic and a computational
literature review on the literature discussing the DT of incumbent organisations. We selected
peer-reviewed articles published in top journals between 2010 and 2022. Moreover, we opted
for a multidisciplinary stance to highlight the peculiarities of the DT phenomenon (Appio
et al., 2021). Hence, we searched the Combined Journal Guide of the British Association of
Business Schools (ABS) fields of Information Systems (IS), Innovation Management (IM),
Operation Management (OM), Strategic Management (SM) and General Management (GM).
For the computational literature review (Antons et al., 2021), we adopted the Latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA) algorithm, which has been leveraged in social science (Hannigan
et al., 2019) and innovationmanagement research (Antons et al., 2020). Our combined strategy
is similar to the approach of Rabetino et al. (2021) and allows us to surface concepts
inductively from the data (Rabetino et al., 2021) and gain insights to fulfil the purposes of this
survey paper.

3.1 Systematic literature review (SLR)
To create a dataset that accomplishes the needs of this study, we followed a systematic
literature review procedure (Tranfield et al., 2003). The sampled articles were assembled
using a “backward” and “forward” search (Webster andWatson, 2002). The backward search
begins from existing reviews to identify articles discussing theDT of incumbents.We expand
the corpora through the Scopus search engine database, bounding the search to journals
ranked level 3 and above by the ABS ranking and excluding books and conference
proceedings; we believe that this ensures that only high-quality scholarship outputs that
have undergone rigorous peer reviews are included, consistent with findings demonstrating
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the relationship between journal ranking and rigour (Aytug et al., 2012). We adopted search
terms that have proven successful for other DT reviews containing keywords for the focal
phenomena and their permutations, further capturing the organisational context of
incumbent organisations (Vial, 2019; Hanelt et al., 2021; Verhoef et al., 2021). We searched
the title, abstract and keywords of articles published from 2010 forward, written in English.
We adopted this timeframe as other reviews reported that the DT label started to spread in
scholarly investigations in 2010 (e.g. Vial, 2019; Kraus et al., 2021; Plekhanov et al., 2022). The
query is reported in Table 1.

The query resulted in 492 items on June 2022 –moreover, the backward search identified
six papers starting from existing review articles. Hence, the total number of documents
retrieved is 498. Pre-specified inclusion/exclusion criteria guided the document screening
process, as shown in Table 2.

A total of 398 article titles and abstracts were screened by three researchers (Hiebl,
2021). The final corpus comprises 103 research articles, the details of which are displayed
in Table 3.

3.2 Computational literature review (CLR)
We used a computational literature review (CLR) methodology (Antons et al., 2021)
employing the LDA topic modelling algorithm to discover hidden themes present in the
corpora (i.e. the dataset consisting of all of the documents) of academic articles. Topic
modelling is an increasingly adopted machine learning algorithm in social sciences, which
allows for discovering and extracting macro-patterns that are challenging to analyse from a
closer perspective (Hannigan et al., 2019). The LDA is a Bayesian-based unsupervised
technique for the content analysis of unstructured data to detect patterns by clusteringwords

Key terms Term 1 Term 2
“digital transformation” AND incumbent* AND

Synonyms “digital innovation” OR “large” OR
“digitalisation” OR “old” OR
“digitalise” OR “big” OR
“transformation” OR “established” OR
“transform” OR “traditional”
“technology” OR Organisation
“disrupt”

Rationale To capture the digital transformation
phenomenon

To capture the organisational context of
incumbents

Source(s): Authors work

No Exclusion criteria Inclusion criteria

1 The article does not provide a thoughtful
description of the context in which the research
was conducted

The article must provide an overview of the
empirical study context. Included articles are
empirically grounded in incumbent organisations

2 Articles not relevant to digital transformation,
such as articles dealing with the use of technology
for a specific task (e.g. applying big data for a
specific task)

We included articles primarily focusing on the
digital transformation or digital-induced
transformation of organisations

Source(s): Authors work

Table 1.
Research query

Table 2.
Exclusion and

inclusion criteria
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according to their co-occurrence (Blei et al., 2003). LDA isolates the hidden topics in the
corpora, assuming that multiple topics generate each document and provide the most
representative “topic descriptors”, which are the most prominent topics associated with a
single theme, aswell as the relative constellation of words that co-occurmost frequently in the
topic. Moreover, LDA allows for polysemy, as the same word can belong to multiple topics,
although they might have different meanings (Blei et al., 2003). For example, Paul DiMaggio
et al. (2013) interpreted the word “museum” in different topics, highlighting the nuances
across topics (i.e. referencing the tangible spatial environment, the institution and
exhibitions) by inspecting the other terms appearing in the topic (DiMaggio et al., 2013).
Even if LDA has a different understanding of languages than humans, it can map the
statistical structure of written language (Ru, 2022) to produce outputs that match a human
understanding of the text (Blei and McAuliffe, 2009).

The unit of analysis in text mining approaches is the document, and within the document,
the tokens are the semantic word-level units. Hence, before submitting the corpora to the
algorithm, it is paramount to preprocess the document to remove unnecessary words
reflexively. In doing so, the analysis becomes more consistent and reaches higher levels of
quality and meaningfulness (Hickman et al., 2020). We developed a Python script to
massively convert the academic articles from a PDF (i.e. portable document format) to a TXT
(i.e. text file) format and employed the open-source software KNIME Analytics to preprocess
the corpora systematically. During the preprocessing, it is fundamental to apply procedures
based on the specific analysis reflexively. In our particular analysis, it was paramount to
remove the bibliography, the names of authors and the journal’s name, as they would
interfere with the execution of the LDA algorithm. We ran the LDA through the Mallet
package and the Gibbs sampling procedure (McCallum, 2002).

Moreover, we performed the following preprocessing steps, consistent with the literature
(Antons et al., 2021). We converted cases to lowercase; this is done because the algorithm is
case-sensitive and would otherwise mark the word “Car” (uppercase) as different from the
word “car” (lowercase). We removed emoticons, asterisks, wingdings, punctuation signs and
numbers, as theywould interfere and are notmeaningful.We removed short words by setting
the minimum length to three characters, and we removed ubiquitous and meaningless stop-
words such as articles, pronouns and auxiliary verbs.We filtered out mark-up tags to remove
links, similar tags and non-ASCII characters.We removed from the corpora names of persons,
organisations, dates and times, tables and graphs using the Natural Language Processing NE
technique; this step has proven crucial due to the context of our review, which excludes the

Stage Database query

Identification Records identified from
� Journals IS (n 5 223)
� Journals OM (n 5 119)
� Journals GM (n 5 80)
� Journals IM (n 5 62)
� Journals SM (n 5 14)

Screening Records screened (n 5 498)
Records excluded (n 5 395)
Records excluded
� No context provided/incumbent (n 5 286)
� Not configurable as DT (n 5 59)
� Other reasons (n 5 56)

Analysis Studies included in the review (n 5 103)

Source(s): Authors work

Table 3.
Complete review
process
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bibliography and other items. Debortoli et al. (2016) suggested that the search terms should be
removed from the corpora. Accordingly, we removed them to avoid repetitions in the
composition of a topic (Debortoli et al., 2016). Finally, as words have different forms, we
lemmatised the corpora to maintain only the root form of the words and remove inflectional
endings and derivations, such as plurals (e.g. “emissions” to “emission”) and different verb
tenses. Overall, the preprocessing enhances topic interpretability and reduces the
computational complexity of the LDA. After preprocessing, we count over one hundred
thousand unique words in the corpora.We report the system configurations and the statistics
on the computational performances in Table A1.

The LDA is an inductive, unsupervised method, and hence there is no a priori assumption
inputted from the researcher; however, the number of topics to be surfaced and the model
hyperparameters must be selected by the researcher. Topics surfaced by the LDA can differ in
their inherent interpretability depending on the concertation of the topic descriptors within the
corpora and the reader’s familiarity with the topic. Hence, some emerging topics could be less
interpretable to the human cognition of inexperienced readers (Sievert andShirley, 2016). AsMohr
andBogdanov (2013) explain, “With topicmodels, researchers are responsible for knowing enough
about the phenomena under investigation to be able to understand what the discourse field is
about” (Mohr and Bogdanov, 2013). We followed established procedures to decide on the optimal
number of topics underlying the corpus. Specifically,we approached the task to “identify anumber
of substantively meaningful and analytically useful topics” (DiMaggio et al., 2013, p. 583) by
running multiple instances of the LDAwith various configurations. Then, we independently and
iteratively interpreted and labelled the extracted topics to finally converge on five topics with 10
words, which provided the most coherent set of interpretable and analytically useful topics
(Lafferty and Blei, 2009, p. 12). With the final and most interpretable configuration, we discussed
the topic descriptors and reconciled them for a unique topic label description presented in the
findings.

4. Findings
We extract the top five key topics most preponderant in the corpora and the related top ten
terms, ordered as indicating the preponderance of the term in the topic. As detailed in the
methodology section, topic modelling is not a labelling algorithm. Hence, the researchers
must inspect the high-probability words to advance a topic label in a way that intuitively and
parsimoniously describes each key topic (Huang et al., 2018). In the following paragraphs, we
tabulated the five surfaced topic descriptors extracted through the LDA (Table 4) and
exemplified the topics which appear to be currently neglected.

4.1 Topic 1: the digital transformation of the healthcare industry
The first andmost prominent topic identifies healthcare as an organisational setting that figures
into the DT academic discourse. Indeed, the final sample of articles in the review is composed of
several papers discussing and reviewing DT in healthcare organisational settings (Agarwal
et al., 2010; Kraus et al., 2021). This trend grew exponentially after COVID-19 hit (Tortorella et al.,
2022), as the pandemic encouraged a focus on the DT of healthcare organisations (e.g.
telemedicine, case predictions, patientmonitoring) and across industries (LaBerge et al., 2020). In
particular, the topic is consistent with a focus on incumbent organisations. Indeed, the
healthcare sector is characterised by established rules and procedures of best practices and
regulations that foster the statusquo (Temin, 1979; Volpentesta et al., 2021). This topic dealswith
the adoption and diffusion of digital technology in the daily practices of the healthcare sector,
such as introducing AI or surgical robot equipment into professional routines (Sergeeva et al.,
2018), towards the advancement of hospitals’ digital transformation (Kraus et al., 2021).
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4.2 Topic 2: digital transformation’s processes of renewal and change
The second-most prominent topic retrieved by the LDA algorithm emphasises the actual and
inherent processes of digital transformation. Renewal and transformative processes and
mechanisms deeply characterise DT journeys, especially in established organisations that
“have to go” digital by continuously transforming rigid organisational structures and
elements (Warner and W€ager, 2019). Focusing on the DT process rather than on DT as the
outcome requires investigating the “how to” of digital transformation (Li, 2020). Moreover,
the topic represents articles discussing DT’s implications that move beyond the single
organisation towards digital platforms and ecosystems (Cennamo et al., 2020). Process
models of DT in established organisations (Sebastian et al., 2017; Svahn et al., 2017; Chanias
et al., 2019) vividly represent this topic. These topics highlight the trend of studying DT from
a processual point of view. Hence, rather than focusing on DT implications, these studies
propose various ways to achieve DT, unveiling the phenomenon’s deep mechanisms and
unfolding (Cozzolino et al., 2018; Markus and Rowe, 2021).

4.3 Topic 3: digital transformation’s project management in industrial settings
The third most prominent latent topic in the corpora relates to the DT of industrial
organisations, with a focus on project management. Words like development and framework
underlie typical project management approaches recently applied to DT (Baiyere et al., 2020).
Indeed, DT has been extensively treated from a project management perspective (Chirumalla,
2016). Researchers offered staged models and descriptive accounts of managing DT as
projects. At the same time, however, researchers criticised a view of DT as a “project”.
Scholars prefer to frame the phenomenon as a continuous and emergent process rather than a
linear one, not manageable using traditional approaches (Bianchi et al., 2020; Brock et al.,
2020; Baiyere et al., 2022). This strand of research also investigated whether project

Topic keywords Topic label Topics for future research

Topic #1:Hospital, healthcare, patient,
health, doctor, care, activity, practice,
desk, sale

DT in healthcare - The interplay between DT and
the sectorial restrictions faced
by incumbents

- Sustainability opportunities
enabled by DT to advance
health

Topic #2: digital, system, practice,
renewal, service, process,
transformation, change, innovation,
platform

DT’s processes of renewal
and change

- The role of DT in facing
disruptions

- The long-term temporal
dynamics of DT

Topic #3: project, system, industry,
technology, manufacture, process,
management, framework, decision,
development

DT’s project management in
industrial settings

- The nuanced differences
between industrial and service
industries DT

- Framework to manage DT,
tailored to the context

Topic #4: business, technology,
change, firm, value, performance,
service, analytic, capability, customer

DT’s impacts on business
value, performance,
consumers and capabilities

- The DT-enabled monitoring of
the performance of processes,
people and interactions

Topic #5: business, innovation,
application, unit, strategic, model,
system, capability, product, renewal

DT’s strategic consequences
on product applications

- How can DT enable
sustainability (circular
economy, reduction of
emissions)

Source(s): Authors work

Table 4.
Topic descriptors,
labels and future topics
of research
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managers, IT professionals and business managers should lead DT initiatives (J€ohnk et al.,
2022). The project management view co-occurs with a focus on companies in the
manufacturing industry as a setting for executing DT in a controlled manner. Indeed,
studies often investigate DT in established manufacturing systems (Rauch et al., 2020),
industrial and pre-digital industries (Bj€orkdahl, 2020; Sj€odin et al., 2021; Danuso et al., 2022).
This trend highlights how contextual organisational factors deeply substantiate different DT
trajectories. Indeed it is crucial to unpack the dynamics and challenges of DT according to the
specific industry in which the organisation operates (De Giovanni, 2021).

4.4 Topic 4: DT’s effects on value, performances, consumers and capabilities
The fourth topic reveals a set of studies oriented towards an outcome-based view of DT,
highlighting investigations focused on the final impact of DT on services, customer
expectations and value creation. Studies associated with this topic focus on a consumer-
centric (Shi et al., 2022) and value-oriented view of DT (Saldanha et al., 2017). The topic
represents investigations of DT’s outcome rather than DT’s process as the previous topic,
discussing the implications that DT brings to products, customer relationships (Vial, 2019)
and value creation paths (Smith, 2021). This aligns with previous studies that underline how
DT should be expectedly to be associated with a change in customer experience and mindset
rather than only focusing on technology (Tabrizi et al., 2019). This view also relates to the end
objective in terms of what DT brings to transformed value propositions, capabilities (Warner
and W€ager, 2019) and business model changes due to digitalisation and digital
transformation (Cozzolino et al., 2018; Caputo et al., 2021), rather than emphasising a
processual onto-epistemology. Indeed, a focus on performance was predominant in the initial
discussions on DT (Vial, 2019), centring on increased operational performance in
organisations, rather than a more recent focus on DT strategic and organisational
consequences (Hanelt et al., 2021). Instead, the broader consequences of digital
transformation arise from the increasing interconnectivity between firms, leading to
digital ecosystems where data is the new exchange token and all of the infrastructure-related
changes that have consequences for organising logic (Yoo et al., 2010).

4.5 Topic 5: DT’s strategic consequences on product applications
DT tremendously alters products and their applications, leading as a consequence for
organisations to execute organisation-wide change impacting strategy, governance and
structure (Nadkarni and Pr€ugl, 2020). This is consistent with previous literature, highlighting
how DT seeks to transform various organisational aspects within companies (Matt et al.,
2015) and requires modifications to organisational structures, strategies and work practices
(Reis et al., 2018; Kane, 2019). The fifth top topic gives justice to articles discussing the
implications of digital value creation from the dematerialisation of tangible products
(Gregory et al., 2021), applications (Wangenheim et al., 2017; Alaimo andKallinikos, 2021) and
whole industries and markets (Kallinikos and Mari�ategui, 2011; Diaz-Rainey et al., 2015) that
have been digitally transformed within a very short period. These changes require building
new and complementary capabilities such as digital ambidexterity (Magnusson et al., 2020),
digital competition (Dąbrowska et al., 2022), digital business strategies (Bharadwaj et al.,
2013) and changing competition dynamics (Cennamo et al., 2020) to address the blurring
industry boundaries and redefined industry logics.

4.6 Topics for future research
Among the themes emerging from the analysis, some themes still require investigation
through future research, which could be aggregated into two main patterns:
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contextualisation and sustainability. We detail these here and report a series of future
research avenues in Table 4.

We suggest future research to study the interplay between the organisational
environment and DT: for example, how and why the restriction of an organisational
environment influences DT. Indeed, the internal (e.g. size, age) and external (regulations,
industry, geographical location) organisational environment can profoundly affect the space
of possibility to realise different DT pathways (De Giovanni and Folgiero, 2023). Practically
speaking, the DT of a newspaper company radically differs from the DT of a mining or
healthcare company due to technical and socio-historical reasons. Therefore, DT
investigation should be sensible in delineating the DT phenomenon, as it is relevant to the
specific organisational environment. Hence, we call for future DT studies to account for the
heterogeneity that inhabits DTs (Hergesell and Kallinikos, 2022) and be sensitive to
contextual factors, as this will lead to context-informed, embedded and grounded research
contributions towards a more nuanced understanding of DT.

With the advent of the metaverse, a new DT can undoubtedly provide exciting
opportunities and innovations.While this technology offers the promise of connecting people
across the globe, there is a risk that excessive immersion in virtual worlds may lead to a
disconnection from physical reality and face-to-face interactions. In the future, finding ways
to ensure that the metaverse enhances social connections rather than replacing them will be
crucial to ensure DT’s social sustainability (De Giovanni, 2023).

Moreover, the LDA analysis did not find the topic of sustainability as preponderant, which
seems to be neglected in the sample of articles. Digital responsibility, sustainability and ethics
are all concepts that deserve deeper investigations to understand the wider social
consequences that DT entails for people, organisations and societies. Future studies could
investigate the space of opportunities that DT can create: for example, to increase the
accessibility of services and products in developing countries unleashed using digital
technologies or the enabling role that digital technologies have in creating sustainable
systems (Cardinali and De Giovanni, 2022). Another topic of research could be the role of DT
in facing disruptions. Because today’s environments are extremely dynamic, it is necessary to
unveil DT’s role in facing disruptions (e.g. pandemics, wars, climate change and inequalities).
However, DT can entail unintended consequences for individuals, organisations and
societies. Hence, uncovering the long-term dynamics of DT is equally important, as the effects
and new equilibria brought by DT will be observable only in the long term. For example,
increase energy consumption or privacy concern is a societal-wide challenge. Indeed,
organisations can now collect and analyse an increasing amount of digital trace data about
people, processes and interactions. Big data can have great implications for changing what
metrics can be captured and used for evaluation, leading to omnipresent surveillance
(Leonardi, 2021). To conclude, both the practice and scholar community need amore nuanced
understanding of the double-edged sword and intertwined effect that digital and
sustainability have in organisations.

5. Applying a paradox perspective in incumbents’ DT
In this section, we propose and decline the paradox theoretical perspective as a novel and
heretofore neglected lens (Plekhanov et al., 2022) to enrich the debate on incumbent DT
(Lanzolla et al., 2021; Dąbrowska et al., 2022).

The paradox theory is a comprehensive meta-theoretical repertoire which advises that
mismanaging paradoxes cause chaos, decline and ambivalence, while effective management
generates learning, sustainability, legitimacy and long-term performance (Lewis and Smith,
2014). Smith and Lewis’s (2011) seminal review identified four main categories of
paradoxes: performing, belonging, organising and learning (Smith and Lewis, 2011).
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Performing paradoxes result in competing strategies (e.g. mission and market, ends and
means), belonging paradoxes refer to issues of identity (e.g. we and they), organising
paradoxes result in competing processes and trajectories to reach a goal (e.g. emergence and
planning, control and flexibility), while learning paradoxes result when organisations change
and renew (e.g. short term and long term, stability and change), leading to the coexistence of
traditional and modern ways of doing.

Nowadays, organisations simultaneously fix multiple, heterogonous, competing targets.
For example, organisations increasingly try to meet flexibility and efficiency, profit and
sustainability, and global and local demand; meanwhile, they leverage centralised and
decentralised infrastructures, physical and digital products, services and processes. The
most common paradigm in management research is contingency thinking. Contingency
thinking entails “either–or” approaches, implying de facto constraints on managers’ thinking
that must choose one strategic pole over another (i.e. either profits or sustainability, or either
digital or physical) and can lead to vicious cycles (Soh et al., 2022). In contrast, a paradoxical
approach to decisions emphasises “both and with”, “more–than” and “neither–and”
responses (Lewis and Smith, 2022a), thanks to which managers in organisations can
approach both poles at the same time. Indeed, the paradox theory has been used to
understand better grand challenges such as the climate crisis, inequalities and poverty (Lewis
and Smith, 2022a). Moreover, paradoxical thinking helps managers achieve long-term
sustainability by simultaneously embracing apparently different and opposing logic (Smith
and Lewis, 2011).

Competing goals, strategies, learnings, ambiguities and oppositions characterise DT. In
incumbent settings, legacy apparatuses (e.g. processes, products, business models, units)
representing the “old” organisation and newer digital systems must coexist, making DT
particularly challenging. For example, pursuing DT for incumbents entails managing the
paradoxes between the traditional resource base that made the organisation successful in the
past, but that can act as a “straightjacket” (Teece et al., 1997), and the new digital assets
(Gregory et al., 2019; Vial, 2019; Drechsler et al., 2020), leading to both learning and identity
paradoxes. Other DT-generated paradoxes for incumbents arise from the strategies of
structural separation, which entail the creation of new and separated digital units and
functions in charge of the DT. Moreover, Dąbrowska et al. (2022) proposed a series of
paradoxes in DTs, such as the one “between the organisational intent of engaging in DT (and
creating specific structures to support this change) and the inherent transformative
properties of digital technologies that transcend existing structures and boundaries”
(Dąbrowska et al., 2022). Wimelius et al. (2021) prioritised the paradoxical tensions enacted
during the incumbents’ DT process of renewal emerging from the coexistence of legacy
systems and the new digital systems (Wimelius et al., 2021). Svahn et al. (2017) highlighted
four contradictory tensions in pursuing incumbents’ DT: existing vs requisite, product vs
process, internal vs external and control vs flexibility (Svahn et al., 2017). J€ohnk et al. (2022)
identified tensions related to ambidexterity during incumbent DT, highlighting the need to
exploit current business while exploring new digital opportunities simultaneously (J€ohnk
et al., 2022). While existing research employed the term paradox, tensions and similar labels,
paradox theory has not been employed as an entire theoretical perspective (Plekhanov et al.,
2022; Soh et al., 2022).

We use the paradox perspective to interpret the topics extracted through the LDA and to
propose paradox-informed research questions and avenues, presented in Table 5 and discussed
thereafter. First, future studies could investigate the complex journeys that professionals inside
healthcare organisations (e.g. established hospitals and clinics, health organisations) face while
managing paradoxes generated by the introduction of new technologies. As the healthcare
ecosystem has undergone major digital initiatives over the last decade, especially after the
COVID-19 pandemic hit (Kraus et al., 2021), research should deeply and longitudinally
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investigate the medium to long-term paradoxes generated by these changes. Second, the
renewal and transformational processes inherent to DTs should be studied by adopting
longitudinal and processual methodologies (Langley, 1999) to unpack the temporal unfolding of
DT paradoxes in the context of established firms, highlighting the dynamics, movements and
flows as the core of DT paradoxes over time. The key point of differentiation is to focus on the
temporal dynamics and how paradoxes change and become more nuanced over time. Because
DT is a lengthy process to be fully observed, it is interesting to stress how paradoxes are born,
maintained, modified and solved during DTs, which is largely neglected. For example, how
firms manage the established business’s cannibalisation processes or how to manage the
ongoing renewal of legacy and new technological and business architectures. Third, the
research could investigate the paradoxes arising from the coexistence of multiple and
interdependent realities and strategies for managing the incumbent’s DT metamorphosis. In
particular, while DT is considered emerging and inherently dynamic, the most common DT
initiatives employ execution approaches based on linear and stage-gated innovation
management models (Cooper and Sommer, 2016) that do not fit with digital innovation
management (Nambisan et al., 2017; Bianchi et al., 2020) due to their inability to manage
paradoxes arising from the fluidity and emergence of the phenomena. In particular,

Topic Paradox-informed research questions

Topic 1
Digital transformation in healthcare

- What types of paradoxes do healthcare organisations face
during DT?

- How do healthcare organisations manage paradoxes in
times of DT?

- How do healthcare organisations manage the co-existence
of digital and traditional logic in delivering services?

Topic 2
Digital transformation’s processes of
renewal and change

- How does the process of renewal enacted through DT
shape paradoxes?

- What strategies do incumbent organisations employ to
cope with DT-generated paradoxes?

- How do paradoxes generate in DT journeys unfold
longitudinally over time?

Topic 3
Digital transformation’s project
management in industrial settings

- How do micro-level (individual, groups) paradoxes enact
systemic DT?

- How does DT’s emergent and generative process coexist
with traditional (e.g. deterministic, control-seeking) project
management logic?

- How can paradoxes among functional managers during
DTs be managed?

Topic 4
DT’s impacts on business value,
performance, consumers, and capabilities

- Do incumbent businesses perceive DT as an opportunity
or a threat? How do they manage this paradox?

- How do established organisations manage multiple and
concurrent digital and non-digital transformation
initiatives?

- How can established firms manage legacy and digital
technologies in their DT?

Topic 5
DT’s strategic consequences on product
applications

- How can incumbents strategically manage digital and
physical hybrid ecosystems?

- How can tensions between organisational units (e.g.
digital units/traditional units) during DT be managed?

- How do traditional change initiatives and DT coexist in
incumbents?

Source(s): Authors work

Table 5.
Exemplar research
questions for future
paradox-informed
research
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contradictions arise between the deterministic project management stance and the fluidity and
emergent nature of the phenomenon. Indeed, to positively impact DT success, managers should
handle different logic during DT change initiatives. Fourth, future studies could investigate the
broad class of the “old” vs “new” paradoxes arising during DT initiatives. Research could focus
on better understanding how incumbent managers can simultaneously manage multiple and
inconsistent structures, competencies, strategies and business logics. For example, how to align
and integrate different strategies (e.g. traditional and digital strategies) that can be led bottom-
up (driven by business units) and from the top-down (driven by innovation labs and chief roles).
Moreover, it is worthwhile to research how incumbents cope with paradoxes arising from
adopting structural and spatial separations. Frequently, incumbent companies separate digital
ventures and competence centres from traditional business units. Hence, paradoxes arise from
the simultaneous management of independent units but interconnected with the mainstream
business, especially when dealing with technologies like the metaverse (De Giovanni, 2023). A
promising approach might rely on structural integration strategies, which entail creating a
hybrid form of organising that diffuses digital competencies inside traditional units (Smith,
2021). Moreover, researchers should unveil how to manage the coexistence of digital and
physical products, focusingon theunintended consequencesparadoxes play in these efforts.We
interpret the “phi-digital” phenomenon as an empirical manifestation directly related to
paradoxes in the DT of products. Indeed, the effective ensemble of digital and non-digital
resources is a precondition to thriving DT journeys (Lundberg et al., 2020), and phi-digital
systems represent a means by which to solve the digital and physical paradox through
integration and synthesis, which is in sharp contrast to a contingency-informed approach that
would havegivenpreference to one at the expense of the other. Future studies could unpack how
the two poles are not distinct but are, rather, dynamically interrelated relative to each other and
assume meaning in relation to each other. Moreover, due to the rapidly changing technological
environments faced during DT times, established organisations try to keep up by relying on a
make-or-buydecision, such aswhendecidingwhether to develop software in-house or relyingon
contractual outsourcing agreements or pre-packaged software. Each decision comes with
benefits and challenges regarding costs, time and quality, and know-how development (Pisano,
1990). However, while traditional contingency thinking considers these decisions as opposing
realities, a paradox mindset encourages organisations not to constrain a polarised decision. For
example, the open innovation paradigm (Chesbrough, 2012) aligns with a paradox perspective
as it allows organisations to “open up” their organisational boundaries, similarly to what an
outsourcing contract would do, while allowing the internal exploitation of innovations, as a
traditional make in-house decision would entail. Additionally, future studies could integrate the
findings outflowing from paradox-informed research into other topics (e.g. profit vs
sustainability) and assess the extent to which similar mechanisms of managing paradoxes
could be employed during the DT initiatives of incumbents. Future studies on DT should
embrace approaches borrowing from the paradox theory and apply them to investigate how to
manage or cope with paradoxes in DT initiatives in the organisational context of incumbents.

Within this topic, incumbents should be aware of the new paradoxes emerging through
DT and linked to sustainability. For example, the use of blockchain and artificial
intelligence in a circular economy allows incumbents to better estimate the feedstock in
terms of quality, quantity and time for circularity, enabling optimisation of planning and
resources; however, these digital technologies consume high amounts of energy,
worsening the environment through high emissions (De Giovanni and Folgiero, 2023).
The development of metaverse technology will allow incumbents to shorten the supply
chain and remove all unnecessary activities, leading to lower usage of natural resources
and carbon-intensive activities, even though the metaverse can also generate negative
issues for society due to reduced social relationships and contact with the reality (De
Giovanni, 2023). When incumbents invest in smart mobility technologies to increase the
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level of service and respect the delivery time, they surely achieve excellent customer
satisfaction and ensure perpetual purchasing over time; however, the intelligent system
adjusting the speed of smart vehicles can induce higher fuel and energy consumption,
leading to higher emissions (Vishkaei and De Giovanni, 2023). Accordingly, incumbents
are asked to systematically use paradox theory to analyse all the possible trade-offs
emerging from DT and identify the best paths to solve them correctly.

We further propose managerial insights which equip managers with a revolutionary
mindset that is not constraining but, rather, integration-seeking. DT is not only about
technology (Tabrizi et al., 2019). Successful digital transformation initiatives require
managerial capabilities that foster a sustainable departure from the current organising logic
(Markus, 2004). Our study pinpoints and prioritises the role that paradox-informed thinking
can have in sustaining an effective digital mindset (Eden et al., 2018) that allows for the
building ofmomentum inDT initiatives and facilitates the renewal process. Indeed,managers
lagging behind DT could shift from an “either-or” solutions mindset where one pole is
preferred over the other (e.g. digital or physical) to embracing a “both-and-with” thinking
balancing between poles (e.g. digital and physical) to successfully fuse the digital and the
legacy (Lewis and Smith, 2022b; Smith et al., 2022), enact the renewal, and build and maintain
momentum for DTs. Adopting a paradoxical mindset inmanagerial practice enables learning
and creativity, fosters flexibility and resilience, and unleashes human potential (Lewis and
Smith, 2014).

As we showed, the paradoxical perspective can be a useful managerial paradigm to think
about DT-generated challenges in pursuing DT for established organisations, which requires
a shift in how managers approach challenges. By unpacking and translating the paradox
perspective for incumbent firms, we complement existing research by proposing a
managerial mindset for dealing with DT challenges in incumbents.

6. Conclusion and future research
Compared to digital natives, organisations born in the pre-digital era face unique
challenges regarding digital transformation. This can lead to digital transformation in
such organisations being met with a limited success rate. In this paper, we performed a
multidisciplinary, systematic and automated topic modelling content analysis to identify
the state-of-the-art and corresponding neglected topics in the literature of incumbent DT.

The findings emerging from the analysis suggested that DT in the healthcare industry
remains a domineering topic in the academic discourse, especially after the recent pandemic.
In addition, we found evidence of discourses focusing on the transformative processes
characterising the DT journey and approaches in terms of project management to DT.
Findings also suggest how topics pertaining to the final impact that DT can have externally
(to services, customers and value creation) and internally (to strategy and governance) were
predominantly covered. Other than developing a multidisciplinary understanding of the
state-of-the-art regarding the DT of incumbent firms, we identified a complementary lack of
studies concerning two important thematic domains: contextualisation and sustainability.
Acknowledging the absence of studies on these themes should drive future studies to
investigate further the DT phenomena in light of the organisational environment, digital
responsibility, sustainability and ethics.

With this research, we intend to highlight that digital transformation characterises
differently accordingly to the nature and complexity of organisations. Incumbent
organisations face particular challenges regarding DT and hence deserve detailed and
systematic investigations. Moreover, future studies should also consider the industry, as the
DT of asset-intensive industries (e.g. pharmaceuticals, mining, oil) radically differentiates
from customer-oriented industries (e.g. restaurants, media, banking). Therefore, future
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theorising should be closely sensitive and account for delineating the peculiarities of the DT-
specific journeys.

Moreover, as DT is not only about technology but requires a shift in mindset and culture
(Markus, 2004; Tabrizi et al., 2019), we advance the heretofore neglected (Plekhanov et al.,
2022) paradox perspective (Schad et al., 2016) to interpret the emerging topics extracted from
the LDA and offer directions for future studies through paradox-informed research questions
and thinking. We believe that a paradox perspective could be helpful mindset leaders
can embrace when considering DT-related challenges. In this regard, we offer practical
managerial insights aimed to stimulate and foster paradoxical thinking for managers who
deal with the incumbent’s DT, which are practically adaptable in local organisational
contexts to build momentum and become DT champions rather than laggards and avoid
negative consequences in wider society. We encourage future studies to translate other
paradigmatic shifts in management research to offer novel and disparate frameworks that
managers in organisations can adopt to think differently about digital challenges.

To conclude, our study is not free of limitations. In this regard, first and foremost, our sample
composition is influenced by our decision to select specific and limited disciplinary fields of
study. In addition, the specific timeframe and publishing outlets applied to the systematic and
computation literature review could have led to studies to have been omitted in the process.
Nonetheless, the representativeness of our analysis should be considered within the boundaries
of our sampling strategy. Given such limitations, future studies could focus on a more
comprehensive array of sources, disciplines and timelines. Moreover, limitations can arise from
using an unsupervised computational machine learning methodology involving “interpretive
uncertainty” (DiMaggio, 2015) regarding how topics are interpreted.

However, these research methods are increasingly adopted by scientists and offer several
benefits to scientific inquiry, hence the corresponding inability to observe all topics. In
addition, this paper only adopts one particular framework, namely the paradoxical thinking
to study DT in incumbent organisations. Drawing on such limitations, future research efforts
should investigate and provide a comparative overview of the main trends in DT in
incumbent organisations from alternative analytical approaches and frameworks.
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Appendix

Machine requirements
Operative System Windows 11 Home (64bit)
Hardware Intel i5 8 GB RAM

Software Versioning
KNIME � KNIME v4.6.4

� Text Processing Plug-in v4.6.2
Python � Python 3.9.7

� Jupiter IDE IPython 7.29.0

Computation Time Statistics
Execution Time for full-text analysis � Aggregated Execution 1680000 ms

� Parallel LDA 360000 ms
Execution Time for abstract-based analysis � Aggregated Execution 540000 ms

� Parallel LDA 147000 ms

Source(s): Authors work

Table A1.
System, software and
computation details
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